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Abstract
The strong passivity is specific for emerging markets, like Baltic, Central Eu-

ropean and etc. Stagnation effect influences lot of unusual difficulties in analysis
and modeling of financial series in such markets. Typical characteristics of this
phenomenon are constancy periods of stock prices. The paper deals with the
distributional analysis of constancy periods lengths. Empirical study and mod-
eling experiments have showed that constancy period’s lengths are distributed
by Hurwitz distribution. A new mixed stable model with dependent states is
proposed.

1 Introduction
The emerging equity markets is a challenge for investors and financial analysts. Unfor-
tunately strong passivity is specific and observed in young markets (like Baltic, Central
European and etc.). Stagnation effect influences lot of unusual difficulties in analysis
and modeling of financial series in such markets, therefore any (Gaussian, α-stable
[4] etc.) distribution fitting tests (Anderson–Darling, Kolmogorov–Smirnov etc.) are
badly applicable.

The Baltic and other Central and Eastern Europe countries have "young" financial
markets and they are still developing, financial instruments are hardly realizable and
therefore they are often non-stationary. Regular stagnation effects are observed in
young markets. This passivity phenomena is characterized by the constancy periods
of stock prices and total number of daily zero returns, and it was not studied in-depth
before. In the Baltic States market the number of daily zero returns can reach 89%.
In our previous research [1] we have proposed a mixed stable model with binomial
(independent) states and we have showed that this model fits empirical financial data
better than the stable (continuous) model.

The paper deals with the distributional analysis of constancy periods lengths in
the Baltic States equity market. Empirical study of 69 data series and modeling ex-
periments have showed that constancy period’s lengths are distributed by the Hurwitz
zeta distribution instead of geometrical distribution (theoretically it should be). An
improved mixed stable model with dependent states model of stock prices returns is
proposed in Section 2.3.

2 The data and models
In this paper, we pay our attention to the financial series of Baltic States only. The
series in mentioned markets are rather short (10–12 years): only 1000–1700 data points
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are relevant to the analysis (since in the first three-five trade years there was a peak of
privatization and the market was very small – there were no trades for entire weeks).

Nevertheless, the studied series represent a wide spectrum of the stock market (the
whole the Baltic Main list and Baltic I-list [5]). In this study only the closure price and
we focused on 57 companies from the Baltic equity list (in the beginning there were 70
companies [5], but we have removed series with less than 1000 observations), and we
analyzed the following r.v.s. Xi = 0, if Pi+1 = Pi and Xi = 1, if Pi+1 �= Pi, where {Pi}
is a set of stock prices and {Xi} is set of discrete states, representing behavior of stock
price (change=1 or not=0). The length of series is very different, starting from 1150 to
1780. The average of data points is 1680. The number of zero daily stock returns differs
from 13% to 80%, on the average 52%. Very different industries are chosen to represent
the whole market. Almost all the data series are strongly asymmetric and the empirical
kurtosis shows that density functions of series are more peaked than Gaussian. That is
why we make an assumption that Gaussian models are not applicable to these financial
series.

2.1 Mixed stable model with independent states.

In our previous study [1] we have assumed that return is equal to zero with probability
p and it is not (hence it is distributed by α-stable [4], Gaussian, etc.) with probability
1 − p. In this paper the non zero state is indicated by r.v. Xi = 1 with probability
1 − p. Obvious that r.v. X has binomial distribution. When the common series is
binomial, then constancy period’s lengths (zero states subsets lengths) are distributed
by geometrical distribution. The PDF of mixed stable distribution was described as
function f(x) = pδ(x) + (1 − p)pθ(x), where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function, pθ(x)
is the PDF of underlying stable distribution. Our results showed that this kind of
distribution fits the empirical data better than any other. The implementation of this
model is hampered by the lack of goodness-of-fit tests for discontinuous distributions.
Since adequacy tests for continuous distribution functions cannot be implemented, tests
based on empirical characteristic function and modified χ2 test were used.

2.2 Empirical study of zero states runs lengths distribution

As mentioned above, theoretically if states are independent (Bernoulli scheme) series
of zero states runs lengths should be distributed by geometrical law. However results
of empirical tests do not justify this assumption. We will fit the series of zero states
runs lengths distribution with discrete laws (see next subsection).

2.2.1 Discrete distributions

We will provide the probability mass function of some discrete laws. Parameters are
estimated by the maximal likelihood method.

Generalized logarithmic P (ξ = k) = cp,m
pk

k+m
, where cp,m =

(∑∞
i=0

pi

i+m

)−1

, k ∈ N0,
0 < p < 1, m > 0.
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Generalized Poisson P (ξ = k) = bλ,m
λk

Γ(k+µ+1)
, where bλ,m =

(∑∞
i=0

λi

Γ(k+µ+1)

)−1

,
k ∈ N0,λ > 0, µ > −1.

Hurwitz zeta P (ξ = k) = νs,q(k + q)−s, where νs,q = (
∑∞

i=0(k + q)−s)
−1, k ∈ N0,

q > 0, s > 1.
Generalized Hurwitz zeta P (ξ = k) = dλ,s,qλ

k(k + q)−s, dλ,s,q =

(
∑∞

i=0 λi(k + q)−s)
−1, k ∈ N0, q > 0, 0 < λ < 1.

Discrete stable [3] P (ξ = k) = (−1)ke−λ
∑k

m=0

∑m
j=0

(
m
j

)(
γj
k

)
(−1)j λm

m!
, k ∈ N0,

λ ∈ [0, 1).

2.2.2 Transformation and distribution fitting

First of all we will show how financial data from Baltic States market are transformed to
zero states subsets length series and then we will fit each of in Section 2.2.1 mentioned
discrete distributions. Carvalho, Angeja and Navarro [2] have showed that practical
data in networking engineering fits the discrete logaritmic distribution better than
geometrical one. So we intend to test if such property is valid for financial data from
Baltic States market.

Definition 1. Set of zeros between two ones (1) is called a run. The fits run is a set
of zeros before the first 1 and the last one after the last 1. The length of the run is the
equal to number of zeros between two ones. If there are no zeros between two ones (1),
then such empty set has zero length.

To transform our data (from the states series, e.g., 010011101011100110. . . )
the two following steps should be done: (a) extract the zero states runs (e.g.,
0,00,0,0,000,0. . . ) from the states series; (b) calculate series of lengths of each run
(1,2,0,0,1,1,0,0,3,0,1,. . . ). After the transformation, we estimated the parameters of
each above mentioned (Section 2.2.1) distributions and tested nonparametric χ2 dis-
tribution fitting hypothesis.

As mentioned above, theoretically this series should be distributed by geometrical
law, however from Table 1 we can see that other laws fit our data (57 series) much bet-
ter. It means, that zero state series from the Baltic States market are better described
by the Hurwitz zeta distribution.

Table 1: Distribution of zero states runs length

Level of Hurwirz General. General. Discrete Poisson General. Geomet-
signif. Hurwitz logaritmic stable Poisson rical
0.01 94.74% 96.49% 63.16% 26.32% 0.00% 1.75% 1.75%
0.025 91.23% 91.23% 50.88% 22.81% 0.00% 1.75% 1.75%
0.05 87.72% 84.21% 42.11% 17.54% 0.00% 1.75% 1.75%
0.1 80.70% 78.95% 31.58% 12.28% 0.00% 1.75% 1.75%

This result allows us to assume, that zero-one states are not purely independent.
Performed Wald–Wolfowitz runs test supports this assumption for almost all series
from the Baltic States market.
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2.3 Mixed stable model with dependent states

Since the runs test rejects the randomness hypothesis of the sequence of states, prob-
abilities of states (zeros and ones) depends on positions in the sequence. If lengths of
states sequences are distributed by Hurwitz zeta law, then the probabilities of states
are

P (Xn = 1| . . . , Xn−k−1 = 1, Xn−k = 0, . . . , Xn−1 = 0) =
pk

1 −
∑k−1

j=0 pj

, n ∈ N, k ∈ N0,

where pk are probabilities of Hurwitz zeta law; P (X0 = 1) = p0. It must be noticed
that P (Xn = 1| . . . ) = 1 − P (Xn = 0| . . . ).

With the probabilities of states and the distribution of nonzero returns we can
generate sequences of stock returns (interchanging in the state sequence ones with
stable r. v.). So, the mixed stable modelling with dependent states is more advanced
than mixed stable modelling with independent (Bernullian) states, it requires both
stable (α, β, σ, µ) and Hurwitz zeta (q, s) law parameters estimation.

3 Conclusions
Paper deals with statistical analysis of the Baltic States equity stagnation intervals.
Empirical studies showed that the states runs length series of financial data in emerging
markets are better described by the Hurwitz zeta distribution, rather than by the
geometrical or any other mentioned in this paper. Since series of the lengths of each run
are not geometrically distributed, therefore the states series must have some internal
dependence (Wald–Wolfowitz runs test supports this assumption). A new mixed stable
model with dependent states was suggested and the formulas for probabilities of states
(zeros and ones) calculation were obtained. Adequacy tests of this model is hampered
by inner series dependence.
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